
Kindergarten words 

The You Red Blue Can 

See Jump Play Funny green 

She With See You Not 

Have Went Yes Did Eat 

Ran Into Pink Take Mine 

Had Him Old Dad her 

Like Want Pizza Let cup 
 

 

Grade 1 words 

With From About What Would 

Going Make Before Very here 

When Over Under Because After 

Little Away Said Play People 

Many Mother Find Down Time 

Look Jump Baby Apple Egg 

Milk think Truck Sister rock 
 

Grade 2 words 

bake rip bee like blue 

brown made hope many some 

rule meet nose they water 

yellow any after give help 

kind again slid dress put 

air another nine pool bath 

these think child lion must 

sea seven too stamp such 

both yard bright wash upon 

write eight fight found across 

camping chest airplane alone already 



far awake clown backpack joke 

later bean begin spring friend 

birthday bread fur fried chase 

counting number straw clothes delighted 

erase flights baseball scared steer 

surfing tooth paws tore third 

wire boiled recover sleet twelve 

tropical snail wren watchfully excitement 

daybreak spinach spaghetti straighten acceptable 
 

Grade 3 words 

also clock your only treat 
said gift about balloon past 
stopped scream walk queen prize 
age key warm tries today 
string tooth life used dinner 
until you're wrong young slept 
newspaper know body afraid funny 
really together eyes driving none 
knew isn't sitting touch leave 
flies crawl happen I've build 
raised smiling lose stairs merry 
voice finish tenth heard Saturday 
suit school stretch threw trouble 
piece circus half Tuesday guess 
heavy scratch shiny doesn't laugh 
picnic color climb caught dollar 
health wrist hundred breakfast cardboard 
straight Wednesday angriest damage important 
neither listen crayon machine clothing 
neighbor kitchen disappear handsome libraries 

 

Grade 4 words 

odd zoo alive curl 
felt gain dawn dear 

gold path safe roof 



aunt self tuna few 
zero world wait uncle 
visit cheer jaw paper 

sharp sink twice middle 
paste animal chicken banana 
earth fever follow crow 
giant degree useful zebra 

cottage couch evening crumb 
decide camera garden false 

gasoline fruit beautiful copying 
cancel newscast fleece select 

slumber usual remind pour 
graceful pioneer alert chimney 
continue urge striving stretch 

noise terrible voyage surprise 
twenty amount avenue beggar 

forecast vacation libraries sneezing 
machine neighbor weekend laughter 
shoulder quarter equal wheelchair 
actively discover vulture mountain 
scariest impossible government consistent 

recommend whistling doubtful guitar 
 

Grade 5 words 

state repay grasp few gold 
soil shelter rising trail type 
agreed constant forward daytime members 
length melody exact include human 
happily details paid music perhaps 
permit rarely raise quietly single 
notice pause solve puzzle trouble 
understood women warn action yesterday 
carefully captain enjoyment equation determine 
different language mammal dessert favorite 
express thoughtful surprise stomach pattern 
pleasure probably numeral neither million 
message section actor annual beginning 
except laughter island inventor journey 
suitcase squeeze southern receive protection 



period possible president natural slippery 
sweater syllable tornado sandal represent 
shoulder separate business chocolate chemical 
schedule necessary weight whisper weird 
constitution ambulance successful scissors rehearse 

 

Grade 6 words 

action climate express increase 
mammal surface gaze teaspoon 
simply further noisy poem 
gesture heroes squawk bough 
solar grief hyphen spaghetti 
pressure sailor listening recently 
quote myth rumor safety 
wrestle rehearse governor rural 
jealous headache grateful separate 
partial scarcely whose ambulance 
temperature scientific hangar emergency 
inquire marriage sword sentence 
museum excellent ingredient comfortable 
especially league ancient nationality 
patient vault honorable struggling 
intermission acquire vacuum persuade 
mechanic requirement accidentally performance 
disastrous scissors vegetable appearance 
studios descendant systematic audience 
violence unbelievable separately lightning 
unsuccessful independence variety encyclopedia 
immediate strengthen noticeable operational 
acknowledgement desperately courageous restaurant 
unmistakable recyclable exaggerate convenience 
preferable millionaire rhythmic mischievous 

 

Grade 7 words 

future music women sincerely 
paragraph stomach terrible unknown 
science tutor beautifully therefore 
rhythm disagreement fierce forgiveness 



potatoes museum straighten cleanse 
rustic wreck habitat knitting 
flavoring honestly extinct badge 
sanitary cringe scheme sheriff 
innocent merrily rubbish gradual 
tongue artificial traitor vehicle 
mileage nervous bulletin guarantee 
sandwich weird language category 
bouquet immediately receiving occasion 
cemetery lightning illegal deceive 
familiar amendment bureau nurture 
advice puny eruption biscuit 
bicycle slumber scenery management 
authority consequently quotation celery 
phantom adjustable statistics endurance 
spacious resigned competent influence 
emphasize misbehaved compressor courtesy 
phrase undernourished havoc parallel 
advantageous bizarre admittance humility 
civilize skeptical exhibit incredible 
obviously changeable desperate hygiene 
souvenir chaperone boulevard benefited 
suspicious flamboyant longevity colonel 
acquaintance bankruptcy achievement adolescent 
sophomore questionnaire superintendent accommodate 
vaccinate psychology miscellaneous chrysanthemum 

 

Grade 8 words 

depth forgetting example educate 
entire horizon freight earliest 
threat relieve muscle meant 
exchange securing obedient unsanitary 
leisure crypt supervisor persuade 
glamorous optimistic envious controversy 
deficiency schedule characteristic environment 
amusement criticize venom awkward 
arrangement considerable barometer vulnerable 
mercenary plaintiff omitted deterrent 
cameos malicious obscure propeller 



perceived taboo technology surmise 
internally specific protein criminal 
precipitate forgery unbelievable unduly 
annoyance vessel insufficient capably 
belligerent amnesty snobbery applicant 
anxious fashionable machinery laboratory 
shuddering sacrifice fibrous escalator 
privilege burglary melodious embargo 
outrageous rectangular honorary minimize 
contrary passageway vertigo malady 
lucrative extraordinary abstain procrastinate 
serviceable parliament necessity recurrent 
ominous permeate religious occurred 
prestigious scandalized voracious universal 
transient meticulous personification inevitable 
vigilant interrogate malignant benevolent 
consequence unenforceable nostalgia omnipotent 
vivacious precocious indulgence vulnerable 
vacillate inconvenience potpourri ubiquitous 
phenomenon caricature surveillance metamorphosis 

 


